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A gradient echnique is developed for computing a class of nonisolated stationary 
points, called C-stationary points, for a real functional F defined on a Hilbert space. 
It is shown that the least-squares solutions of the operator equation Ax = b are 
C-stationary points for the functional (1/2)IJ Ax - b [] 2 when R(A) is closed and that 
certain eigenvectors of the general eigenproblem Ax = ,UBx are C-stationary 
points for the functional 89 I[ Ax -- ((Ax, Bx)/(Bx, Bx)) Bx II ~. Numerical experiments 
are given to justify the results. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a gradient technique is developed for computing a class of nonisolated 
stationary points, called "C-stationary" points, for a real functional F defined on a 
Hilbert space. In Theorem 1, the method is shown to converge linearly to a C- 
stationary point provided an appropriate initial vector is chosen. Many of the ideas 
leading to Theorem 1 were furnished in the paper by Blum [2] where one finds a 
strong similarity between the quasiregular points defined there and the C-stationary 
points defined here. In Theorem 2, a weakened monotonicity assumption on the 
second derivative is shown to be a sufficient condition for a linear variety to be C- 
stationary. A more complete development of this idea can be found in McCormick [7]. 
In Section 2, the results of Section 1 are applied to the least-squares problem. It is 
shown that the existence of a continuous pseudoinverse is sufficient o guarantee 
that the set of least-squares solutions is C-stationary. 
In Section 3, the results of Section 1 are applied to the general eigenproblem 
Ax = ABx.  Here, conditions on the spectrum are presented which force an eigenspace 
to be C-stationary. Many of the results in Sections 2 and 3, were taken from Rodrigue 
[11]. 
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1. C-STATIONARY SETS 
At the outset, we wish to stress that we are concerned in general with stationary 
points rather than extrema of functionals. A stationary point ~ of a functional F is a 
point where some type of derivative F'(~) = 0. (We shall take F'(x) to be the Frechet 
(or strong) derivative.) Of course, a local extremum point at which F has a derivative 
must be a stationary point, but certainly the converse need not hold. Many existing 
gradient methods are iterative methods for determining local extrema, rather than 
stationary points in general. (See [1, 3, and 10].) Thus, ascent or descent methods may 
not be applicable. Furthermore, we are interested in stationary points which are not 
isolated. In fact, in Sections 2 and 3 we consider functionals for which the set of 
stationary points is a linear variety (with possibly one point excluded). We present 
a gradient method which yields a sequence (xn) which converges to such nonisolated 
stationary points when the functional F is question satisfies certain easily motivated 
conditions. The central idea is that the angle which the gradient vector VF(x) makes 
with the vector x -- ~, where ~ is the nearest stationary point to x, should be bounded 
away from ~r/2 by a fixed amount in a certain neighborhood. Note that this differs 
from the angles considered in [10], where directions other than gradient directions 
are considered, as in conjugate direction (variable metric) methods. Another point of 
difference between our method and various other gradient echniques [3], is that we 
choose the step size s so that xn+l is nearly the closed point on the line xn + s VF(xn) 
to the set of stationary points. (This is made precise below.) Hence, our gradient 
method could be called the "method of closest approach." Since we are interested 
in infinite-dimensional problems, we present he method in a Hilbert space setting. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with real inner-product (x, y)  and F a real functional 
defined on H. The strong gradient o fF  at x e H is denoted by VF(x). A subset E of H 
is said to be a stationary set ofF  if for all x ~ E, VF(x) = O. 
We adopt the notation 2 for the unit vector x/lJ x [p, x ~ 0 ~ H. 
DEFINITION 1. A stationary set E of F is said to be a C-stationary set for F if for 
every E > 0 there exists a neighborhood N, of E, and a constant a > 0 such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
For x ~ N, 
(1) VF(x) exists as a continuous function of x; 
(2) There exists a unique nearest point ~ ~ E for which 
II x -- :? [I = inf 11 w -- x II; 
w~E 
For x ~ N --  E, 
(3) VF(x) r 0; 
(4) Let ~ be the nearest point to x in E and Ax = x - -  ~. 
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Define 
Then 
and 
cos ~0(x) = (VF(x),  Ax). 
cos ~ cp(x) >~ a (4a) 
cos 9~(x) - -  2 (F (x )  - -  F (~) )  < E. 
I[ VF(x)H ]l Ax II 
(4b) 
is given by 
S 
rl x - s VF(x )  - -  ~ Ii ~ 
(VF(x),  x - -  ~)/11 VF(x)II ~. 
Expanding F in a Taylor series about ~, we obtain (with h = x -- ~), 
F(x)  = e(~)  + (1/2)F"(~) h, + o(h=). 
In a similar fashion, we expand F'(x) in a Taylor series about ; to obtain 
F'(x)h = (VF(x),  h)  = F"(~) h= + o(h~). 
Combining this with the first expansion we obtain 
F(x) = F(~) q- (1/2)(VF(x), h) -k o(h=). 
Letting h = x -- ~ and ignoring terms o(h2), we obtain 
(TF(x), x -- ~)/11VF(x)ll = ~ 2IF(x) --F(~)]/ I I  VF(x)l] 2 
The term on the right of the above relation is the step-size which we will using. 
Note that it becomes a computable step-size when the stationary points of F are also 
N is called a C-stationary neighborhood of E. 
We adopt the notation II x - E II = infw~e ]l x - w 1[. 
Among the principal methods for finding stationary points are those which involve 
moving in the direction of the gradient ofF. Furthermore, in certain problems where 
it is required to find the zeros ofF, the problem can be reformulated sothat the zero 
is also a stationary point. F may be the norm-squared of the gradient of another 
functional. Two important examples of this kind of reformulation are given. 
The various gradient echniques differ in their choice of step-sizes, for example, 
the steepest descent method and the gradient methods given in [2, 3, and 10]. In the 
gradient method presented here, the choice of step-size is a linear estimate of the 
distance along the gradient from a point x to the point nearest to the closest stationary 
point. To be more precise, let ~7 be the nearest stationary point to a vector x. The 
value of s which minimizes the quantity 
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zero points, i.e., F(~) ~ 0 or when F(~) is known. In order to achieve generality, 
we will not assume that stationary points are zero points. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a C-stationary set for F. For an arbitrary C-stationary 
neighborhood N, of E, let ~ ~ E be the unique nearest point to x ~ N and define 
l - -2(F(x) - -V(~))  VF(x) if VF(x) : / :0;  h(x) = tl VY(x)ll 2 O, if VF(x) = O. 
Then there exists a neighborhood M,  of E, and a positive constant k < 1 such that for 
any x o ~ M,  the sequence defined by 
x.+l  = x .  + h(x.) ,  n = 0, 1, 2 . . .  (5) 
converges to a point in the closure of E and satisfies the relation 
[1 x, - -  E 1] ~ k'~ [I Xo --  E[I. (6) 
Furthermore, for arbitrary ~1 ~> 0, M can be chosen so that 
[k 2 --  (1 - -  inf cos 2 ~o(x))[ < ~7. (7) 
x~M-E  
Proof. Let N be a C-stationary neighborhood forF. From Definition 1 there exists 
an a > 0 such that 
inf cos 2 ~o(x) ~> a. 
xEN--E  
Let ~ ~ 0 be given. Choose ~ ~ 0 such that ~ < 1 and E 2 < min(~, a) and let N~ 
be a corresponding C-stationary neighborhood of E such that N,  CN.  Let 
k 2= 1 - -aq -E  2. It follows that 0 <k  < 1. Let x~N~ be fixed and ~E the 
nearest point to x. It then follows from (4) that for Ax z x -- ~, 
[1 x + h(x) - -  E ][2 ~ II x -+- h(x) - -  ~ 1[ 2 
-~ [[ Ax [I 2 + 2(h(x), Ax) + II h(x)II ~ 
~< IE ~x  II 2 + II ~x  II 2 ( - - cos  2 ~o(x) + ~) 
~< II Ax II 2 (1 - a + ~2). 
Hence 
II x + h(x) - -  E [12 <~ k 2 II x - -  E II 3. (8) 
Since N~ is an open set containing E, then for each e ~ E, there exists an r~ > 0 such 
that the open ball B(e; r,) = {x ~ H: II x - e II < r,) is contained in N~. Let 
M = U B(e; r~(1 --  k)/4). 
eEE 
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Clearly M C N, .  Furthermore, if x ~ B(e; r,(1 --  k)/4), then B(x; r,/2) C N , .  Let 
x o e M. Then x o ~ B(z; r~(1 -- k)/4) for some z e E. Let ~o be the nearest point in E 
to x o so that I[ Xo -- ~7o II ~< 11 Xo - z II, We now wish to establish by induction that the 
sequence (x,) given by (5) and the corresponding nearest points {xn} C E satisfy the 
properties: 
(i) Xn+ 1 E B(x o ; 8o), 8 0 = rd2; 
(ii) II Xn+l - -  Xn+l 1] ~ kn+111 XO - -  XO [I; 
(iii) II X.+x - -  x .  II ~< 2 II x .  - -  ~. II; 
(iv) I1 ~7.+~ -- ~7. I] ~< (k + 3)II x.  - ~. IF. 
It will then follow from (i) that all x .  ~ B(z;  r~) C N . .  Applying induction to (8) we 
then obtain the relation (6). Properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) will be used to prove that xn 
actually converges to a point. For n = 1, since x 0 ~ N~, it follows from (8) that 
I] Xl - -  Xl II ~< k II Xo - ~o It. 
Further, 
II Xx - Xo II = 2 [F(xo)  - -  F(~o)]/ll VF(xo)ll 
= II Xo - ~o Ill cos ~O(Xo) + 2[F(xo) - -  F(~7o)]/ll VF(Xo)H II Xo - -  ~o II 
- cos ~O(xo)l 
<~ II Xo - ~o II (I cos ~O(xo)l + .)  
~< II Xo - ~o [I (1  + E) 
~< 2 [1Xo --  ~7o II. 
Hence, 
II xx - Xo II ~ r~(1 - -  k) /2  < 8 0 , 
i.e., x 1 E B(x o ; 3o) C N , .  Further, 
[I ~1 - ~o II ~ II ~1 - xl IJ + II xl - Xo [I + II Xo - ~o II 
~< hll  Xo -- ~oll + 21t Xo --  ~oll + Ilxo -- :~oll 
= (k + 3)It Xo - ~o II. 
This establishes properties (i)-(iv) for n = 0. Suppose they are true for n ----- i. Then 
since xi e N , ,  we have again by (8) 
l[ Xi+l - -  Xi+ll] "~ k l [x i - -  x i  [[ 
~< k*+X I! Xo - ~o I]. 
Applying the same argument as before we obtain 
[I xi+l  - x i  II < 2 Ir x~ - ~i [I 
and 
II ~+~ - & I[ ~< (k + 3)II x~ - & II, 
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thus establishing (iii) and (iv). Using the induction hypothesis again, 
I[ Xi+l - -  X0[I : ~ (Xj+ 1 - -  Xj) 
j=O 
i 
~ 211x j -~ j l l  
j=0 
i 
2 ~ kill xo - ~oll 
j=O 
2 ~11 Xo - ~otl. 
2 r~(1 -- k) 
(1 --k) 4 
6 o 
Hence xt+l ~ B(xo ; 8o) establishing (i). Property (ii) follows from (8). 
We now establish that the sequences (xn) and (xn) are Cauchy. Let co > 0 be given. 
Let I be an integer such that 
M(k + 3) 3o < co. 
2 
Then for i >~ j ~> I, 
II x, - x~ II = ~1 (Xm+l - -  Xm) 
i--1 
m=j 
i--1 
~2~2 II x~-  ~mLI 
m=j 
i -1  
~ 2HXo-~oll ~ k '~ 
m=j 
i - j -1 
---- 2ilXo-- ~ol] ka 
m=O 
< 6okJ 
km 
"~ r 
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For the same integers i,j, 
I1 ~ - ~a II = 
i--1 
~ (~+1 - ~,~) 
i -1 
m=j 
i--1 
~< (k +31 2 II x, . - -  ~,.11 
ra=j 
i -1 
~< (k + 3)l lXo--~oll  ~ k ~ 
m=J 
i- J -X 
= (k + 3)I1Xo -- ~o II kS y~ k" 
m=O 
k+3 
~< ~ Xo - ~o II k~ 
<to.  
Since (x,,) and (;,~) are Cauchy sequences, they both converge to limit points x' and 
s respectively. Property (ii) asserts that 
for all n. Hence, 
lira tl x,~ - -  ;,~ II = II x" - ~' II = O, 
n.~ eo 
i.e., x' ---- ~'. Note that ~' is in the closure of E. 
Remark. If VF is continuous on the boundary of the C-stationary set E, then under 
the same hypothesis of Theorem 1 the sequence of iterates generated by (5) converges 
to a stationary point. It is of course not always true that VF is continuous on the 
boundary of a C-stationary set as will be observed in Section 3 dealing with eigenvalue 
problems where VF is not continuous at the origin. 
We now examine special nonisolated stationary points, namely, those that form 
a subset of a linear variety. Examples of these types of problems are the subject of 
Sections 2 and 3. 
A subset M C H is called a closed linear variety if M = x 0 + M 0 where x 0 is a 
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fixed vector and M 0 a closed linear subspace of H. Since a closed linear variety M 
is convex, if follows that for all x E H there exists a unique vector y ~ M such that 
II x - M II = II x - -  y II, 
(x - -  y ,y - -  z)  = O,z~M.  
(9) 
(10) 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a stationary set for F. In addition, suppose E C M where 
M = x o + M o is a closed linear variety. Let Mo • be the orthogonal complement of M o . 
Suppose there exists a neighborhood N of E such that: 
(i) for each x ~ N there exists y E E necessarily unique, such that [] x -  M 11 = 
II x - y II; 
(ii) for all x ~ N, the strong second erivative F"(x) exists and is continuous in x; 
(iii) there exists a constant c > 0 such that for every x ~ E and every nonzero 
h c Mo • (F"(x)~, ~) >/c; 
(iv) There exists a constant K > 0 such that for every x ~ E and every h ~ H, 
HF"(x)h I1 ~< gl l  h 11; 
(v) for x E N -- E, VF(x) :# 0. 
Then E is a C-stationary set for F. 
Proof. To establish the theorem, we construct, for given e > 0, a neighborhood 
N(c) C N of E such that (4) of Definition 1 is true. The remaining part of the definition 
will then follow immediately from (i), (ii), and (v). We proceed by first fixing e ~ E. 
For r > 0, the continuity ofF" on N implies the existence of a ball B(e; 3) C N such 
that for any x, y ~ B(e; 3), []F"(x) - -F" (  y)[[ < c 0 . Let x ~ B(e; 3) be such that x 6 E. 
Also, let ~ c E be such that x --  ~ = h and 11 h [1 ---- [] x -- M []. Note that ~ E B(e; 3). 
Also, it follows from (10) that h c 21//o • Using the continuity ofF" on B(e; 3) and the 
Taylor expansion of F, we obtain for 3 sufficiently small, 
and 
F(x) = F(~) -q- 1/2 (F"(~ + Oh)h, h) 
= F(~) + 1/2 (F"(~)h, h) + 1/2 (Clh , h), 
VF(x) = Y"(~)h + ,~,  
= f"(~)h + ~3 II h II, 
(11) 
02)  
where 0 < O < 1, and max(ll cl II, II c3 II) < co. Using (12) and (iv), 
II VF(x)ll ~ K II h II + It ~ II ~ (K + II ~ II) II h II. (13)  
5711812-8 
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It thus follows from (13) and (iii) that 
<VF(x), I/> 
cos 9(x) = [[ VF(x)] l 
(<F(~)~, ~> + <,2, h>)II h II 
II VF(x)[I 
<q , li> 
>~ <F"(;)h,K + ,oh> + K. + ~o 
<,~, h> 
c + K- +- ~0 (14) >/ K+% 
Hence, by taking "o sufficiently small, we obtain a neighborhood N 1 of E and a constant 
a > 0 such that cos ~0(x)/> a for xEN 1 -- E. Combining (11) and (12), 
2IF(x) - y(~)] - <VF(x), k> 
II VF(x)II II h II 
<,1 h, h) -- <~2, h) 
II VF(x)ll II h II 
~< 2"0 
c + <'3,//> 
since [I VF(x)H 11 h I1 ~ (VF(x), h) ~> ][ h II 2 (c + <'8, h>). Hence, if we take E 0 > 0 so 
that 1 2"0/( c + ( '3, h))l < ,, we obtain a neighborhood N(E) C N 1 such that E C N(E) 
and (4a), (4b) holds. I 
Remark 1. It follows from (14) that for arbitrary , > 0 the corresponding 
C-stationary neighborhood N(E) of E can be chosen so that for x ~ N(,) -- E 
(F"(~)h, ~/)2 
Remark 2. If we drop the condition that E be part of a linear variety, then 
Theorem 2 still holds if, for all nonzero h ~H and x ~E, we demand that 
(F"(x)ti, //) /> c > 0. (This makesF aconvex functional on E when E is a convex set.) 
2. THE LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEM 
We consider abounded linear operator A mapping aHilbert space H into a Hilbert 
space H'. Let the range of A, R(A), be closed. It is known (e.g., see Blum [1, Section 
7.4]) that a least-squares solution of the equation 
Ax = b, be l l '  (15) 
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exists and is a solution of the normal equation A*Ax = A*b. (A* is the adjoint of A.) 
Also, if x and x o are two solutions of the normal equation, then x --  x o ~ N, where N 
is the null space of A. Thus, any solution of the normal equation minimizes the 
functional 
F(x )  = (1/2)II Ax  - -  b II m. (16) 
Let E be the set of least-squares solutions of (15). Then E = x 0 -1- N where x 0 is any 
element of E. To apply the previous results to this problem, we observe that 
and 
W(x)  = A* (Ax  - -  b) 
F"(x) = A*A. 
Hence, VF(x) = 0 if and only if x ~ E. Since R(A) is closed it is known that the 
restriction of A to N J- is a bijection of N"  onto R(A). Hence this operator has a bounded 
inverse, i.e., the pseudoinverse of A. Equivalently, there exists a constant c > 0 such 
that for every non-zero h E N x, 
(F"(x)$, h) = It Ah IIm ~ c. 
Since i is a bounded linear operator by assumption, it follows from Theorem 2 
that E is a C-stationary set for F. In turn, Theorem 1 implies the existence of 
a neighborhood N of E for which iteration (5) converges at a linear rate to E. It  can 
be shown (cf. [8]) that the neighborhood N can be taken to be the entire Hilbert 
space H, i.e., global convergence occurs as in other gradient methods (cf. [1, Sect. 12.3; 
3; 6; 9]. It might be worth pointing out again that in contrast o the method of steepest 
descent where the step-size at a point x is chosen to minimize the functional F in the 
direction VF(x), the step-size used for iteration (5) is in this (quadratic) case exactly 
the value of s which minimizes the quantity I] x - -  s VF(x) - -  s II 2 where, as before, 
is the least-squares solution nearest o x. 
Unfortunately, (5) apparently requires that we know solutions s E E nearest o 
each xn 9 Actually, we only need to know F(s which in this case is the unique value 
/z = min~F(x). Although/z will usually not be known, an approximation may suffice 
as the proof of Theorem 2 demonstrates. One important case requires no 
approximation, namely, the case where we know that b ~ R(A) so that/~ = 0. An 
alternative procedure would be to apply the preceding discussion to the functional 
F(x) = (1/2)[1A*(Ax -- b)[[ 2 where here F(x) = 0 if and only if x is a least-squares 
solution regardless of whether or not b is an element of R(A). However, until further 
studies are completed, we do not suggest he use of this method in actual computation. 
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3. EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
Consider the eigenvalue problem 
Ax = ABx (17) 
where A and B are arbitrary bounded linear operators mapping one Hilbert space H 
into another Hilbert space H'. We assume Bx :/: 0 whenever x is a nonzero eigen- 
vector of (17). Consider the following functional 
F(x) = (1/2)II Ax - ((Ax, Bx) / (Bx,  Bx))  Bx [I 2, (18) 
defined for x e H such that Bx :/: O. Note that the eigenvectors of (17) are precisely 
the local minima of F. For nonzero x, we have for the differential of F, 
dF(x; h) = ( (Ax  -- R(x) Bx)'h, Ax -- R(x) Bx)  
where R(x) -~ (./ix, Bx) / (Bx,  Bx)  and 
(Ax -- R(x) Bx)'h : (A -- R(x)B)h -- dR(x; h) Bx. 
Since dR(x, h) is a scalar and (Bx, Ax  -- R(x) Bx)  ~- O, 
,iF(x; h) ----- ((A -- R(x)B)h, (A -- R(x)B)x). 
Hence, 
VF(x) = (A -- R(x)B)* (A --  R(x)B)x. (19) 
Using (19), we have (VF(x), x) =- 2F(x) so that VF(x) = 0 if and only if F(x) ----0, 
that is, the only stationary points o f f  are eigenvectors of (17) and conversely. Note, 
of course, that eigenvalues and eigenvectors need not exist. We now show that (iii) and 
(iv) of Theorem 2 hold. 
For x, h e H and s a real scalar, let z (s )= VF(x + sh). It then follows that 
F"(x) .  h = z'(o). 
Let T(x) = (A -- R(x)B)* (A -- R(x)B). It follows from (19) that (with' denoting 
differentiation with respect o s) 
z'(s) = T'(x + sh) " (x + sh) + T(x + sh) " (x + sh)' 
so that 
Now, 
F"(x) . h = z'(O) --- dT(x; h) . x + T(x) . h 
T'(x + sh) = [(A -- R(x + sh)B)*]' (.4 --  R(x + sh)B) 
+ (_.4 -- R(x + sh)B)* (.4 -- R(x + sh)B)' 
= --R'(x + sh) B*(A -- R(x + sh)B) 
- -  (A -- R(x + sh)B)*R'(x + sh)B 
(21a) 
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so that, setting s = 0, we obtain for the differential, 
dr (x ;  h) = --dR(x; h)[B*(A --  R(x)B) + (A - -  R(x)B)* B]. 
Upon expanding, 
R(x + sh) = (Ax,  Bx)  + s((Ax, Bh) + (Ah, Bx)) + #(Ah,  Bh)  
[I Bx I12 + 2s(Bx, Bh) + s 2 H Bh I[ 2 
Hence, 
R'(x)h --  II Bx II 2 ((Ax, Bh) 4- (Ah, Bx)  ) - -  2(Ax, Bx) (Bx,  Bh)  
II Bx II 4 
----- I[ Bx ]l -2 ( (A*B + B*A)x, h) -- 2 i[ Bx H -4 (Ax,  Bx) (B*Bx,  h). 
Let E a be the eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue h of (17). Then for nonzero 
x in Ea,  we have R(x) = h so that for such an eigenvector, 
T(x) = (A --  ~)*  (A -- XB), (21b) 
dT(x; h) " x = --dR(x; h)(A --  AB)* Bx, (21c) 
and 
aR(x; h) = [I Bx H -2 [((A + ~)*  Bx, h) -- 2~(B*Bx, h)] 
= [I Bx N -2 ( (A  --  AB)* Bx, h). (21d) 
It  thus follows from (21a, b, c, d) that for nonzero x in Ea, 
F"(x)h = --  [I Bx [1-2 ((A - -  AB)* nx, h) (A -- hB)* ex  + (A -- AB)* (A -- AB)h 
(22) 
and 
(F"(x)h, h)  = II(A - -  XB)h IIm - -  ( (A  - ;~B)h, Bx)  2. (23) 
It follows from (22) that there exists a K > 0 such that for all x ~ Ea-  {0}, 
IlF"(x)hll <~ gl [h l l .  This establishes (iv). To establish (iii) we require further 
assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. Henceforth, we assume that h is an isolated eigenvalue of (17). 
Let S = {x E H: [ ]  Bx ]] = 1}. We claim that since h is an isolated eigenvalue, 
there exists 0 < d < 1/H B [] such that Q(d) = U,ESC~E a B(e; d) has an empty inter- 
section with E , , / z  @ A. I f  not, there exists a sequence of eigenvectors x,~ ~ S corre- 
sponding to eigenvalues /z~ @ h and a sequence of eigenvectors e,~ 6 S n Ea such 
that [I x .  - -  e. [[ ~ 0 as n --+ o0. This implies [] A(x.  -- e.)]t 2 = (h - - /z . )  2 + e. 
where en--~ 0. Hence, /z~-+ h, contradicting Assumption 1. 
Define N(d)to be the cone {pQ(d): p > 0}. It is easily seen from the above discussion 
that (i), (ii), and (v) of Theorem 2 hold for the neighborhood N(d) with respect o 
the stationary set E a - -  {0} (we take M ~- Ea). Hence, in order to establish when 
E a --  {0} will be a C-stationary set for F, it will suffice to establish condition (iii), that 
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is, for arbitrary x ~ E a - -  {0} and nonzero h E Ea • (F"(x)J~, ~) will be bounded away 
from zero, 
ASSUMPTION 2. To obtain (iii), we now assume that B -1 exists and is continuous. 
Remark. Let T a = A --  AB. Observe that 
B-I(T~E~" c~ BE~) = (B-IA -- aI) E?  n E~. 
Also note that 
(B-IA - -  M) Ea • C Range(B-1A --  M) and E a = Kernel(B-aA --  M). 
It is known (el. [12, p. 306]) that if A is a simple pole of the resolvent of B-1A, then 
H = Kernel(B-XA --  M) @ Range(B-XA --  M). 
(As usual, @ denotes the direct sum.) This implies that TaEa • n BE a = {0}. Further- 
more, for x E H' ,  there exists y such that By = x. Let y = u + v, where u ~ E a and 
v ~ Range(B-1A --  M). Then x = Bu + By. Since Bv ~ Range(Ta) ----- TaE a" we see 
that H '  = BE a @ TaEa'. 
THEOREM 3. I f  A is a simple pole of the resolvent of B-XA, then there exists a constant 
K > 0 such that (F"(x)h, h) >/K  s 1t h [I s, x ~ E a --  {0}, h ~ Ea • i.e., e a -- {0} /s a 
C-stationary set. 
Proof. Since B -1 exists and is continuous, BE a is a closed linear subspace. Let 
M = BEa and M • = (BEa) • and let their corresponding orthogonal projections be 
PM, PM• 
We claim that PM" maps TaE a" bijectively onto M • It follows from the preceding 
remark that TaEa I n BEa = {0}. Hence, if PM• = 0 for some x ~ TaEa • then 
x = 0, i.e., PM • is injective on TaEa • Let x ~ M • Then it follows from the above 
remark that x = p + q where p ~ TaEa x and q ~ M. Then, 
x = e~• = eM• + eM'q = PM'p. 
It follows that Pvt 'T a is a bijective map from Ea -~ onto M • Hence by the theorem of 
Banach, the inverse of PM'Ta exists and is continuous, or equivalendy, there exists 
a constant K > 0 such that l[ PM• h ]] /> K l[ h [1, h ~ Ea • Using (23), 
Hence, 
(F(x)h,  h) = II T~h -- (T~h, nx)  nx  11 ~. 
(F"(x)h, h) >/min II T~h -- (T~h, Bx) Bx It 2 
xeE a 
= [1( / --  PM) Tah II 2 
= II PM• h II m 
>/Kmilh][ 2. II 
(24) 
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In the case when dimension (H) = dimension (H') < 0% it follows (cf. [12, p. 314]) 
that ~ is a simple pole of the resolvent of B-1A if and only if all of the elementary 
divisors of B-1A corresponding to h are linear. We then have the following result. 
COROLL~mY 1. Suppose dimension (H)= dimension (H') < oo. I f  all of the 
elementary divisors of B-1A corresponding to A are linear, then Ea -- {0} is a C-stationary 
set. 
We remark that the requirement of linear elementary divisors to attain local linear 
convergence to an eigenspace is not surprising. From a computational standpoint, 
linear elementary divisors of an eigenvalue h is necessary for A to be well-conditioned 
(cf. [13, p. 154]). Hence, if the term well-conditioned could be properly defined, an 
equivalent statement of Corollary 1 might be: If h is a well-conditioned igenvalue, 
then Ea -- {0} is a C-stationary set. 
For the matrix case, with A and B arbitrary, the gradient method presented here 
should be compared with that given recently in [16]. It seems likely that the gradient 
method may have the advantage in the special ease where A and B are band or sparse 
matrices, since our method uses only A and B and their adjoints, as formulas (18) 
and (19) show. In the next two sections, we given some computational results which 
verify the theory. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS: LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEM 
The gradient method described in Theorem 1 as applied to the least-squares 
problem was programmed in WATFIV on an IBM 360/55 in double-precision. 
The function F in formula (16) was used. The computing time is noted, however it 
should be borne in mind that no programming optimization was attempted. It has 
been proved that convergence is obtained with any initial vector [8]. 
A= 1 --3 1 
1 6 
5 --2 
b*----J10 4 8 6] 
x0*----[1 2 3 4] 
no. of iterations true solution 
177 
CPU time = 1.32 sec. 
(initial vector) 
computed solution 
0.999998 
1.000002 
1.000000 
1.000000 
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5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS: EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
The method described in Theorem 1 as applied to the eigenvalue problem was 
programmed in Fortran IV on an IBM 360/55 in double precision. We choose an 
arbitrary initial vector Xo, compute F(xo) using formula (18) and VF(x0) by (19). Then 
h(xo) is given by the formula in Theorem 1 and the next iterate x 1 is given by formula 
(5). Symmetric matrices A and B are used. In addition, B is positive-definite so that 
the eigenvectors {vi}i= 1 corresponding to distinct eigenvalues satisfy the B-orthog- 
onality property, (Bvi ,  vr = O, i # j. This suggests the usage of a Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization process to obtain the remaining eigenvectors once the first 
r-eigenvectors have been computed. To be more precise, suppose r B-orthogonal 
r eigenvectors { ~}i=1 have been computed. The algorithm to compute the (r + 1)st 
eigenvector is as follows: 
~ <Xn, Bvi> 
Yn+l = Xn -- Vt , 
x,,+l = x,, + h(y,,+l), 
where h is given by Theorem 1. An aposteriori eigenvalue rror estimate is given via 
the residual 
II(A - ~iB) ~, I[ 
I1 B~ II 
where ~i, vi is the ith computed eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively. CPU times 
are given but again, as in the least-squares problem, programming optimization was 
not used. An analysis of the convergence properties of the algorithm will be the 
subject of a future paper. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Gregory and Karney [5]). 
A = 
B = 
li 44461461 i] 
I! ~176 oO 1 o~  i1 
Xo*=[ - -3  1 --1 7] (initial vector) 
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no. of iterations hi (true) hi (computed) 
20 5 5 
15 5 5 
19 15 15 
2 --1 --1 
Computed Eigenvectors 
v a v 4 v~ 
.49999999 .49999997 --.69337521 
.50000001 --.50000005 .13867504 
.50000001 --.50000003 --.13867505 
.49999999 .49999994 .69337527 
Note that h = 5 is of multiplicity 2
CPU time = 1.2 see. 
Residu~ 
.71720E-06 
.82127E-04 
.12561E-05 
.20654E-06 
~2 
.13867504 
.69337523 
--.69337526 
--.13867505 
EX~PLE 2 (Golub [4]). 
A = 
"42 48 27 8 1 0- 
48 69 56 28 8 1 
27 56 70 56 28 8 
8 28 56 70 56 27 
1 8 28 56 69 48 
0 1 8 27 48 42 [li6100 11 6 1 0 
B= 6 11 6 1 
1 6 11 6 
0 1 6 11 
0 0 1 6 10_] 
Xo* =[1  1 1 1 1 1] (initial vector) 
no. of iterations h i (true) hi (computed) Residual 
23 9.06122577 9.06122577 .89699E-06 
3 3.01131503 3.01131503 .15162E-06 
1 0.10462927 0.10462922 .14010/?-05 
58 6.16251361 6.16251361 .18911E-05 
3 0.00107213 0.00107896 .64117E-02 
4 0.89558585 0.89558584 .98944E-04 
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Computed Eigenvectors 
vl v2 v3 
.231920684 .521120890 .417906545 
.417906397 .231920613 --.521120885 
.521120946 --.417906506 .231920552 
.521120946 --.417906506 .231920552 
.417906397 .231920613 --.521120885 
.231920684 .521120890 .417906545 
v4 v5 vs 
.417907061 --.231854922 --.521229448 
.521119272 .417872469 .232110462 
.231921861 --.521155233 .417661590 
--.231922630 .521171522 --.41766906 
--.521119889 --.417893509 --.232117435 
--.417907403 .231880094 .521226857 
CPUt ime =4.6  sec. 
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